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PDF and PNG export of Gantt loses issue numbers

2013-03-27 03:54 - Jason Palmer

Status: New Start date:  

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Gantt Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Resolution:  Affected version: 2.3.0

Description

The PDF and PNG export of Gantt chart loses issue numbers, which makes it difficult to find and update issues when someone

comments on a pdf or png copy of the gantt chart (Redmine 2.2.X, 2.3.0).

Also in the latest release (2.3.0), the relation lines (precedes/follows) do not appear on the pdf or png outputs.

Ultimately, we would like this tool to be able to replace MS Project. In the interim, it would be helpful to achieve an

emailable/printable soft-copy of the content that appears on screen, without losing content or context.

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Defect #16377: GANTT issues export to PDF New

History

#1 - 2013-04-30 11:24 - Maik Lindner

+1

#2 - 2013-11-03 13:30 - Christian Buczek

+1

(I´m very happy that "redmine_better_gannt" - plugin was implemented since Redmine 2.x; maybe anyone is able to realize this for exporting gantts )

#3 - 2013-11-04 15:55 - Andreas Holle

+1

#4 - 2013-11-13 12:05 - Andreas Holle

In my opinion it would be a must to have the relation line in the export. For the issue numbers an option to select whether or not it should be included

would be great.

#5 - 2014-04-16 04:04 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Defect #16377: GANTT issues export to PDF added

#6 - 2014-08-08 13:43 - Michael Heinze

+1

#7 - 2015-10-15 19:12 - Vamsi Mohun

+1 Andreas Holle
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